1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. In [13] Smith raised the question as to which groups are isomorphic to multiplication groups of quasigroups. It will be shown that all finite dihedral, symmetric, alternating, general linear and projective general linear groups and the Mathieu-group M 11 have this property (Smith proved in [13] that the same is true for the Mathieu-group M 23 ). These results are proved using a theorem in which multiplication groups of quasigroups are characterized by relating them to multiplication groups of loops. However, in all these cases, except for the alternating groups of even degree, it suffices to use a corollary of this theorem. This corollary states that a permutation group is the multiplication group of a quasigroup if it is generated by three elements, one of them being a cyclic permutation of all symbols. This applies in particular to all 2-generated permutation groups which contain such a cyclic permutation. In many situations it is advantageous to consider the (universal) algebra ( Q, ·,I,\) instead of ( Q, ·) ( cf. Birkhoff [ 4, p. 160] ). Therefore in this paper not only ( Q, ·) but also ( Q, ·, I, \)
A pair ( Q,
will be denoted a quasigroup. The subgroup (R.(x), L.(x)!xE Q) of the symmetric group on Q, generated by all left and all right multiplication mappings of the quasigroup ( Q, · ), is called the multiplication group Mit( Q, ·) of ( Q, · ). Sometimes Mit( Q) is used instead of Mlt( Q, ·) if the quasigroup multiplication is clear from the context.
The concept of multiplication groups of quasigroups was introduced by Albert in [1]. It has been used since then in order to investigate algebraic properties of quasigroups by permutation-theoretic methods (cf. Albert [l] and [2] , Bruck [5] and Smith [13] ). Quasigroups and their multiplication, groups are closely interrelated by the following proposition which is an immediate consequence of Lemma l.3(iii) of Smith [13] . Cf. Cohn [7] for the notations of universal algebra and Hall, Jr. [9] and Huppert [10] for the group theoretic notations used in this paper. 1.3. It seems natural to ask as to which groups are isomorphic to multiplication groups of quasigroups. It was shown in [13] that no Hamiltonian and no Heineken-Mohamed group has this property.
In Theorem I permutation groups, occurring as multiplication groups of quasigroups, will be set into a relation to multiplication groups of loops, i.e. of quasigroups with neutral element. This result suggests a method how to construct a quasigroup having a given group as multiplication group.
1. 
CoNSTRUCTING QuASIGROUPS
on Q generated by Mit( Q, + ), R and L. 
PROOF. (a)
It is an easy calculation that (Q, ·)is a quasigroup.
. Let e be the neutral element of ( Q, + ), and c, dE Q such that cR = dL= e. Then, for all XE Q, xR.
As each of bL and bR runs through all elements of Q when b does, one obtains Mit( Q, +) <:; Mlt(Q, · ), and the proof of (a) is complete. 
Q. These equations, together with (a), imply (b).
(c) Let HE (R, L) n Mit( Q, + ). It must be shown that H then is the identity id 0 on Q.
As (Q, +)is an abelian group, Mlt(Q, +) = {R+(x)lx E Q}. Therefore H = R+(b) for some bE Q. The automorphism condition for R and L implies eR = eL = e, thus e = eH = eR+(b) = e +b = b, whence H = R+(e) = id 0 .
Proposition 3(a) generalizes an analogous statement on p. 15 of [13] for the case of piques instead of quasigroups, a pique being a quasigroup containing an idempotent e, i.e. an element e with e · e =e. The situation described in (b). and (c) of the Proposition occurs e.g. in the case of en tropic piques, i.e. of piques ( Q, ·) satisfying the equation In the rest of this section it will be shown how one can use the above theorem in order to construct quasigroups, having a given group as multiplication group. The Theorem reduces the problem of finding a suitable quasigroup partly to finding a suitable loop. This is helpful because very often one has more freedom in the choice of the loop than of the quasigroup. In particular, this becomes apparent when the prescribed permutation group G is 2-generated, as in many examples of Section 3: if, in this case, one chooses R and L to generate G, the only condition on the loop (Q, +) is that its multiplication group is a subgroup of G.
Let G be some arbitrary (abstract) group. How can one proceed to obtain a quasigroup having a group isomorphic to G as its multiplication group? The first step will be to obtain a 'good' permutation representation of G. Such a representation should satisfy at least the conditions given in Proposition 2. Assume G now to be a permutation group on a set Q. A suitable loop operation + has to be defined on Q. Each A system of permutations satisfying the conditions (a) to (d) is called a driving system by Carroll et al. in [6] . They investigated the question as to which permutation groups are generated by driving systems.
A main problem in finding a loop (Q, +) with Mlt(Q, +)s:::: G is the following: if one chooses a driving system { Lx I x E Q} to be contained in G, it may happen that Mit( Q, +) ~ G, because some of the right multiplication mappings of ( Q, +) turn out not to be in G. However, this cannot occur if ( Q, +) satisfies the equation
is commutative. In this case Mit( Q, +) is the group (L+(x) I x E Q) generated by the left multiplication mappings of ( Q, +).These considerations, together with Theorem 1, imply In all examples in Chapter 3 the loop ( Q, +) will be commutative. The easiest case occurs when Q is finite and C E G cyclicly permutes all elements of Q. Let n be the cardinality of Q. W.l.o.g. assume Q = {0, I, 2, ... , n -1} and C to be the cycle (0 I 2: .. n -I). Define + to be the addition on Q modulo n. Then Mit( Q, +) = (C), the subgroup of G generated by C. Together with Theorem I this leads to CoROLLARY 2. Let G be a permutation group on the finite set Q. Then G is the multiplication group of a quasi group if there are permutations R, L and C of Q such that C permutes cyclicly all elements ofQ and G is the permutation group (R, L, C) on Q generated by R, Land C.
The method of constructing quasigroups using cyclic permutations, and all examples using Corollary 2 were suggested to the author by J. D. H. Smith. Corollary 2 can be regarded as the starting point for the considerations of this paper.
APPLICATIONS
The results of Chapter 2 are applied in PROOF. All cases, except the alternating groups of even degree, will be settled by Corollary 2. Notice that all dihedral, symmetric, alternating groups, and the Mathieugroups M,, and M 23 are 2-generated (cf. [8, pp. 6, 63,67 and 99]; [9, p. 81]). A permutation representation of each such group (except of the alternating groups of even degree) will be given containing a cyclic permutation of all symbols.
It is well-known that each dihedral group can be represented in such a way (cf. [11, pp. 89, 90]).
Let n be a positive integer. The symmetric group Sn on the symbols 1, 2, ... , n contains the cycle (I 2 ... n) by definition. The alternating group An of even permutations on {1, 2, ... , n} contains (l 2 ... n) only for n odd.
The permutation representations of M 11 and M 23 given in [8] and in [9] , respectively, also contain cyclic permutations of all symbols.
In order to apply Corollary 2 to the (projective) general linear groups, some preparations are necessary. The only case left consists of the alternating groups of even degree. The group A 2 is isomorphic to the multiplication group of the 1-element quasigroup. For each integer n ~ 2 let 7L" := {0, 1, 2, ... , n-l} and denote by 1Ln also the additive group (1Ln, +)modulo n. Let A 2 " be the alternating group of even permutations on the 2n elements of the direct product (7L" X7L 2 , +) of the groups 7L" and 7L 2 , and let i E {0, 1, 2, ... Hence L+(i, 1) is even for n even, and one is finished in this case, using Corollary 1. Let n now be odd. Then L+(i, 1) becomes an odd permutation. The group operation+ will now slightly be changed into a loop operation EB which will be defined in terms of the associated driving system (cf. Chapter 2): Let T be the transposition interchanging (0, 0) and (1, 0), and define 4_~0>:= L+(i, 0), L(i,t):= L+(i, l)T. Then all Lr_iJ) are even permutations. An easy calculation shows that they form a driving system with respect to (0, 0) as neutral element. Moreover, xLy = yLx for all x, y E 7L" x 7L 2 • This shows that the loop operation EB associated to the driving system {Lx I x E 7L" x 7L 2 } by xEB y := yLx is commutative. Thus again Corollary 1 can be applied, completing the proof of the theorem.
